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Keyless, Profitable and Smart 
Helping hotels create a profitable  

and engaging mobile guest experience.

Leading the way in  
Mobile Key Technology 

Zaplox was founded in 2010 at IDEON Science Park in Lund, Sweden, and our 
solutions has been installed and in commercial use since 2011. From our offices 
in Sweden (EMEA) and in US (North America), Zaplox offers flexible, customer-
oriented support. We are a team of experienced people with a passion for 
helping hotels create a smooth and personalized guest experience with the 
support of cutting edge technology. 

Zaplox offers directly and by partners to the hospitality industry a revenue 
driving and cost-saving mobile key centric services that will revolutionize the 
guest experience and the hotels operations by the use of smart technology. 

The proprietary Zaplox solution provides hotels with a complete mobile guest 
journey that includes customized branding and promotional offers presented at 
the appropriate time and location, in order to maximize both guest satisfaction 
and revenue. The Zaplox solution works on all major smartphone platforms, 
supports all major hotel door locks and hotel systems, and can replace or 
coexist with all current key-card technologies.

Become a Zaplox partner
Together with our partners we drive the Travel Technology progress in the 
hospitality industry. Zaplox integrates with  a majority of lock providers like 
ASSA ABLOY Hospitality, dormakaba and SALTO Systems, and to many of the 
most commonly used PMS systems, such as Oracle Opera, Sihot and Agilysys 
ensuring a smooth and efficient implementation of your mobile guest journey. 
Are you interested in partnering with us?

Global Provider of Mobile Key Services



Zaplox empower guests  
to seamlessly check-in/out  
and retrieve a mobile key  
via their smartphone  
without manual steps at  
the front desk.

”
”

Keyless: Get rid of keys and plastic cards 
For many people, the mobile device is a life companion. They are used to having access to 
an array of services at their fingertips. Adapt to the behavior of your guests and give them 
the ability to choose this convenient alternative. With secure access to their hotel room using 
their mobile phone, you are also eliminating one more thing to keep track of: plastic key 
cards. 

Profitable: Give better service and offers to your guests
With our administration portal, you can easily create offers that are customizable and 
adaptable to fit your various customer segments. You will also have access to data that will 
help you develop and refine your offerings, thereby allowing you to serve your guests even 
better each time, while improving profitability.

Smart: Smart services all the way
We want to help you better serve your guests, and we are constantly adapting our solution 
to meet your operations and your guest needs. Once guests have downloaded the mobile 
app, they can handle their own reservations, upgrade their room, check-in in advance, take 
advantage of offers, check-out and book their next stay. All in one app, your app.  

Smart, isn’t it?

Make hotel access a seamless
experience for your guest
Your guests want to spend their time on the right things. Whether it is a 
business trip or a family vacation, they want the hotel experience to be 
smooth and com-fortable. An easy check-in with their own mobile device, 
is a good starting point. Your guests don’t have to wait at the front desk 
to check-in, so your staff can focus on tasks that add value to the guest 
experience instead.

Find the Zaplox solution  
that suits your business 
We offer a complete mobile guest experience from reservations, pre-arrival messages, 
mobile check-in, access to the hotel room with a mobile key, offers and upgrades directly 
in the mobile key app and mobile check-out. The Zaplox solutions have the possibility 
to offer your guests the best possible experience of their stay, no matter the size of your 
hotel or hotel chain. We provide a range of customized solutions to fit your actual and 
future needs. 

Zaplox
Virtual Kiosk

Zaplox Software 
Development Kit

Zaplox
Premium App

Zaplox Platform

” Zaplox enables payment and 
allowing guests to view folio 
and pay for their bill on their 
smartphone for a convenient 
and speedy check-out.”

” Zaplox integrate to existing hotel 
infrastructure to elevate the power 
of a mobile guest journey.”

Integrate multiple Property 
Management Systems and Lock 
Systems directly to your hotel 
app in one interface. Save time 
and resources with embedded 
keyless functionalities. Zaplox 
SDK is the choice for value 
added optional services such as 
ID Scanner, Payment Integration.

Increases guest satisfaction 
and revenue through check-in, 
mobile keys, check-out and in-app 
promotions to your guest.  Zaplox 
Premium App is a proven and 
scalable platform for individual 
properties and chains delivering 
time and cost savings, enabling 
direct guest communications 
for pre-post stay and long term 
loyalty.

Next generation check-in kiosk 
in web browser supporting mix 
of mobile and plastic keys. Offer 
mobile check-in, check-out and 
physical keys or mobile keys 
upon arrival. Give your quests 
the option to create their own 
physical key, manage their 
accounts and check-out in your 
own customizable screen design. 

Zaplox Administration
Portal
Administration, configuration,
content management of
hotels, offers, reservations,
keys, users, etc.

Zaplox Mobile Key
Framework or SDK
Mobile keys, reservations,
check-in & check-out, offers,
notifications, bookings, etc.

Lock
System
Locks from world leading lock
manufacturers such as ASSA
ABLOY Hospitality, dormakaba
and SALTO Systems.

Property Management
System
Reservation logic and data  
from major PMS systems such  
as Oracle Opera , Sihot and  
Agilysys.

Zaplox Cloud Services Platform Cloud Zaplox Connection Point


